Dear Friends of Possibility Management,

It can be empowering to talk about what the heck we are talking about all the time, namely: Possibility.

Yes, Possibility is a Bright Principle, a facet of Consciousness at large. But what is Possibility really? And how can you manage Possibility in your daily life?

In each situation, you have access to a measurable amount of Possibility. It is the number of real options you see to choose from. The question to ask is, does this amount of Possibility give you the Agency you need?

If yes, you are good to go. If not, then you can apply your skills for Creating Possibility.

You might also get stopped in the condition of having too much Possibility, too many options to choose from! If you cannot seem to select which Possibility you will use, if you feel overwhelmed or confused by having so many Possibilities, a new approach is needed: eliminating Possibilities.

Making efficient and wise choices about which Possibilities to destroy and which to keep is an artform in itself. Certainly, Conscious Anger applied through your Sword of Clarity will make quick work of too many Possibilities. What also helps is to use your Purpose Sniffer to detect the Purpose woven into each Possibility. For example, ask yourself where this Possibility will probably take you if you Choose it? Is that where you want to go?

But what if you lack real life information? For example, what if you are assembling a Team, say an Infinity Ring for your Bridge-House gameworld, and you feel uncertain about who to empower? Practical people-knowledge is central.

Here is when your Compass Of Reality comes in handy. Your Compass Of Reality is electrified by the Conscious Fear that your Being wears as one of its most powerful sensing resources. Your
Compass Of Reality tells you What Is, What Is Not, and What Is Possible, even if your Box might be freaking out about it.

Your Compass Of Reality peels away layer after layer of your ‘Buffer Zone’ – all those new survival strategies that you have been placing on top of your already existing survival strategies... handling strategies with more strategies... Your Compass Of Reality carves away imaginary solutions to get you back in connection with the intelligence and energy of your archetypal Fear.

Only with a strong footing on Reality can you create New Results. Only when you are where you are, can you create and invent.

Your Team can also help you accurately reflect where you are: not any one of your Team, but all of them together. You can prove this easily using the Bean Test:

- Fill up a large glass jar with dried beans. Put a lid on the jar.
- Pass the jar around and ask each person in your team to estimate how many beans are in the jar.
- On a paper, write down each person’s name and the number of beans they tell you.
- Then pour out the beans and count them one by one.
- Then average the entire Team’s estimations, by adding up each person’s guess and dividing by the number of people who guessed.
- Compare each person’s estimation, and also the Team average estimation, to the actual number. Which is closest?

The typical result is that one person might have the most accurate guess (but how could you know who before?), and most people guess too high or too low. But if you average everyone’s guess together, this may be the most accurate of all.

There you are!

We wish you empowered Experimenting!

Your PM News Team
Why it is so difficult for us to dare something new by Patrizia Patz (DE)
"If you won 10 million in the lottery tomorrow, would you keep your current job?" If your answer is YES, you probably have a job that you love, that maybe even corresponds to your calling. If you answered NO, then you are doing your job more for reasons of financial security than for passion.

A Conversation Less Civil, Less Polite, More Sane by Devin Gleeson
I realize that what I actually want is to have a different kind of conversation — one that emerges from the heart (not the mind), comes through direct contact with reality, does not further sever our relationship with the earth by objectifying it or pretending that we are not a part of it, right here and right now. A conversation less civil, less polite, more sane.
Original Wisdom, the Archetypal and Integrity by Sónia Maia Gonçalves
You are walking around life looking on the outside. You shift and turn, activating your survival strategies whenever a friction comes across. The space between what is alive inside of you and what you are doing on the outside becomes bigger. A gap is created and you become more and more farther away from who you are.

Article #1: The Terrifying Distinction: ‘Gameworld’ by Anne-Chloé Destremau
Is it true that you live in a culture where it is virtually impossible, or at least very unlikely, that your inspired vision will change the lives of dozens, hundreds, thousands, maybe even millions of people?

Isn’t it strange?
Culture
A place to heal, initiate and evolve, empowering you to initiate the fire of your heart: to become radically alive. So that you develop the agency necessary to create what you came here for.

Radically Alive Women
Edgecast (broadcast for Edgeworkers) for Women who sense or know that something radically different from how we have done life in Patriarchy is possible. Listen in for conversations with mostly Women that are courageously shaping a new culture.

Next Culture Radio
Next Culture’s Voices - bridges to Archiarchy: regenerative human cultures of archetypally initiated adult women creatively collaborating with archetypally initiated adult men. How to get there yourself, now.

Feelings Practitioners
What message does your physical body have for you and for the interplay of all of your bodies - physical, emotional, mental, energetic? The distinctions of the Feelings Practitioner are powerful navigational tools to answer this question.
Culture Child Raising

A house with 4 adults, a toddler and a dog to run the experiment of raising the one-year old as a village together as well as creating a model whereby we support each other on a team to grow up and heal together in the context of radical responsibility.

Possibility Management Global Community

Possibility Creation Village
Ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this link: https://t.me/+ViEU7pEHiCSDiCv

Emotional Collaboration Group
A thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join at this link: https://t.me/+COZXiWid1vPxlhMmIx

Possibility Management Events
Have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. Join at this link: https://t.me/+8fJY9XlnYdkwNTRi
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Possibility Management
www.possibilitymanagement.org

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links to the right.